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The Truth and Love Journey: Experience the Secrets of Life Giving Relationships by Vincent

Nelson & Bethany Williams You know it when you see it. You desire it. You dream of it. A

connection. A soul mate. A deep driven desire to share your life with someone

authentically. You've seen the spark in others and you are searching for it today. Bethany

and Vince are known for their intensive one-of-a-kind transformational retreats where

people journey within their inward souls to find what’s been missing, finding untold truths

that allow them to walk into their own relational ‘garden of Eden’.   In a world of FaceBook

filters and dating sites that hide the true person behind the images, Bethany and Vince take

you on a raw and real journey to true relational discovery.  Become the YOU that you were

meant to be.  Explore the Truth and Love Journey that sets a new course for your future and

releases the prisoner within.   Learn more at:   www.TruthandLoveJourney.com. Available on

Barnes and Noble, Amazon and other fine bookstores.

B E T H A N Y  W I L L I A M S

A B O U T  T H E  B O O K

V I N C E N T  N E L S O N
Known as an IT executive, speaker, author and talk show host, Bethany Williams helps

people launch their own LIFE ADVENTURE. Her resume includes senior leadership

experience acting as a growth agent for companies like IDX, GE, Perot Systems, PWC,

ZirMed, and Office Practicum.   Coupled with her powerful corporate background and

wisdom gained from the loss of two husbands, being a single mom, and overcoming

intense physical pain and limitations, Bethany’s strength in relationships is helping

people identify their areas for growth, overcome adversity, and move forward in life.

After a painful divorce from a marriage of fifteen years, Bethany set off on the dating

journey as a ‘second chance single’.   In search of an authentic lasting connection, she

and Vince set off on a relationship adventure that would not only transform their lives,

but also thousands around them that watched the journey from afar.

Vincent Nelson, currently a financial advisor, was a pastor for seventeen years, helping

thousands of people identify the soul issues within; issues of the mind, the will, and

emotions that keep people from experiencing healthy relationships. Having walked

through his own healing journey from deep painful childhood issues, he learned the

steps to becoming a healthy individual and learned the secret to experiencing vibrant

relationships. His first book, ‘Child of the King’ helps individuals let go of past shame,

guilt and failure and empowers them to experience their infinite value and live their

purpose.  As Bethany and Vince began publicly sharing their own raw and real stories of

relationship failures, thousands began to follow and experience a truth and love journey

of their own. The two unique stories of their broken lives colliding together in an

impossible way created an experience they’d never imagined, deep connectedness and

life-giving intimacy.
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KeyNote speakers at numerous national & international

conferences
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"I've read numerous relationship books over the last 30 years and this is the best

one I've read. The authenticity and vulnerability draws you in and causes the

reader to look inward, beginning their own truth and love journey. I've already

shared with a friend who was blown away by the contents. It is a great read for all

looking to better their relationships and live an incredible life adventure."

Ron R Hall, Podcaster of The Ron Hall Show, Speaker,

Movie Producer, Art Dealer and Philanthropist

Up in the mountains of Cripple Creek, Colorado, surrounded by gorgeous mountains with a view that is breathtaking, we offer life-giving

coaching and retreats to heal your hearts and begin a new journey towards your own Truth and Love Journey. You’ll be able to unwind

from the responsibilities of life in our secluded #Dreamscapers cabin.Dream again and make an actionable plan for what you want the

restof your life to look like.

"Vince and Bethany take you through their own personal

experience of living a life on the love and truth journey. It

is a journey and not a destination and takes commitment

of daily walk of self-reflection on an inward journey to

create a lasting effect of a great relationship. This book

and the retreat they offer brought forth so much good fruit

in ourselves and our marriage! Now to bear good fruit with

our kids, loved ones, and co-workers! Thank you Vince and

Bethany for allowing my husband and I to walk alongside

you." 

Jen Stitt, businesswoman, mother and wife, Dallas, TX

"What an honor to be part of Bethany & Vince's spiritual journey to the true

purpose and intention for our most intimate relationships. Be prepared for deep

personal reflection as you look back on your own journey and find acceptance of

your own truth for life-long giving relationships." 

Alisa Vaugh, Healthcare IT Executive, wife and mother, Atlanta, GA

I M M E R S I V E  S U M M I T S

Book your immersive summit at: www.truthandlovejourney.com

http://www.truthandlovejourney.com/

